
CRC 808 Silicone
- Lubricates & Revives 

Plastic & Rubber 
Rollers

CRC Bright/ Black Zinc
-Protects Metals Against   
  Corrosion
- Repairs Imperfections in   
  New Galvaninsing

CRC Marine 66
- Spray on any parts prone to   
   rusting after trailer has been  
   washed of salt water.

CRC Brakleen
- Cleans & Degreases Brakes
- Spray on other parts to     
   prepare them for         
   lubrication, fabrication etc.

CRC LanoCote Natural
- Lubricates & Protects
   Spring Leaves
- Lubricates Gear & Rachet 
   Mechanism Gears
-Works as an Anti-Seize for Wheel  
   Nuts

TRAILER MAINTENANCE CRC Marine Grease
- Lubricates Wheel 

Bearings & Other 
Mechanisms

CRC Di-Electric Grease
- Apply to Bulb Holder 
   & Reapply

CRC Silicone Grease
- Lubricates Rollers 
   & Moving Parts

CRC Zinc It
-
Protection - Same As Hot 

Dip Galvaninsing
- Resistant to Harsh 

Conditions

CRC Rust Converter
- Instantly Stops Rusting & Con-
verts It to a Tough Black Primer

CRC Rust Remover
- Submerge All Small Rusted 

Components to Remove Rust
- Spray  With Marine 66 Afterward 

to Prevent Future Corrosion

CRC Di-Electric Grease 
•  Apply to bulb holders for 

corrosion protection & 
insulation

CRC Rust Converter  
• Instantly stops rusting & converts 

it to a tough black primer

CRC Rust Remover
•  Submerge all small rusted  

components to remove rust
•  Spray with Marine 66 

afterward to prevent future 
corrosion

CRC Zinc It 
• Offers outstanding rust 

protection- same as hot 
galvanising

• Resistant to hard conditions

CRC 808 Silicone
•  Lubricates & revives 

plastic & rubber 
rollers

CRC Marine Grease
•  Lubricates wheel 

bearings & other 
mechanisms

SIZE 2x4ml
CODE 5107

SIZE 946ml
CODE 18420

TYPE Aerosol Bottle
SIZE 425g 1 Litre
CODE 14610 18418

SIZE 350g 1 Litre
CODE 2085 2185

SIZE 80ml 500ml 4 Litre
CODE 3052 3055 3056

SIZE 397g
CODE 3121

CRC MARINE 66 6006

Multi-purpose oil designed to prevent damage 
due to water and salt atmosphere. Can be used on 
boat trailers, springs, shackles, domes and zips, 
engines and boating equipment.

CRC SALT TERMINATOR SX128

Engine fl ush, cleaner and corrosion inhibitor 
cleans and protects anything exposed to salt. 
For use on boats, motors, trailers and vehicles.
Hose applicator also available.

CRC 808 SILICONE 3055

Multipurpose spray for general lubrication 
great for plastic and rubber, perfect for rollers. 

CRC SILICONE GREASE 3036

Thin non-curing silicone grease designed for 
sealing, lubrication and waterproofi ng. Ideal 
for roller and moving parts.

CRC MULTILUBE GEL 5014

Synthetic, clean, odourless penetrating gel 
that is an ideal lubricant for rollers, winches 
and bearings.

CRC WHITE LITHIUM GREASE 5037

High-purity, long lasting, grease for use on 
trailer balls and couplings, winches, break-in 
lubrication for bearings, boat rollers on trailers 
and steering cables.

CRC LANOCOTE NATURAL 3020

Natural lanolin protection. Controls corrosion 
and prevents thread seizure. Ideal for rigging, 
boat trailers, springs and axles, external marine 
fi ttings, marine electrics, outboards, cables, 
electronics, fi shing equipment, rollers and trailers. 

CRC BRAKLEEN 5089

Heavy duty cleaner and degreaser for metal 
parts. Spray on parts to prepare for lubrication 
or fabrication. Ideal for rollers, wheels, inboard 
and outboard motors.

CRC MARINE GREASE 3121

Tacky blue grease specially formulated for use 
on boat trailers, wheel bearing and rollers.

DI - ELECTRIC GREASE 5107

Non-curing silicone compound for 
electrical sealing, lubricating protecting and 
insulating. Ideal for electrical contacts, boat 
electronics, trailer plugs and light sockets. 
Makes connecting and disconnecting fi sh 
fi nders a breeze. 

CRC RUST CONVERTER 18418 Bottle, 14610 Aerosol

Unique fast drying treatment for rusted surfaces. 
Stops rust instantly. Suitable for all marine metals, 
shackles, winches, draw bars, subframes, wheels 
and guards.

CRC RUST REMOVER 18420

Safe, effective and fast removal of rust on steel 
and iron surfaces. Ideal for all marine exposed 
metals, great as bath for small rusted parts.

CRC ZINC IT 2085

Forms a highly protective coating. Is ideal 
for repairing galvanised surfaces or an 
easy to apply alternative to hot-dip galvanising.   

CRC BRIGHT ZINC 2087

Galvanic rust protection with the fi nish 
of new galvanising. 

CRC BLACK ZINC 2089

Protects un-primed, metallic surfaces 
from corrosion. 

The CRC Zinc range is ideal for shackles, 
winches, draw bars, subframes, wheels 
and guards.

www.crc.co.nz
Products may be available in other sizes, 
visit www.crc.co.nz for more information.
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SIZE 310ml
CODE 8358

BRAKLEEN BLASTER

The genuine Brakleen formula with a high pressure spray to forcefully cut through 
and remove thick build-ups, hardened deposits and to clean hard-to-reach areas. 
It has extreme grease penetration power, high pressure spray and ideal for rollers, 
degreasing wheels and marine inboard and outboard motors.

SIZE 600g
CODE 5087

CRC Brakleen Fast Dry is a powerful, fast drying, non-chlorinated solvent blend with 
superior cleaning and degreasing properties that minimise down-time. 

• Cleans fast and dries fast. 

• It is designed for applications where flammable solvents can be used. 

• Ideal for use in confined areas or areas with poor ventilation.

• Will not compromise treated materials.

BRAKLEEN FAST DRY

SIZE 600ml 20 Litre
CODE 5083 5092

Engine & Trailer Cleaners
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CRC Brakleen is a powerful, heavy duty cleaner and degreaser. It is formulated to 
quickly and safely dissolve and flush away grease, oil, brake fluid, transmission fluid, 
hardened deposits and other contaminants, without the need for disassembly. It is 
ideal for rollers, degreasing wheels and marine inboard and outboard motors.

SIZE 600g 4 Litre 20 Litre
CODE 5089 5090 5091

BRAKLEEN

Scan for Data / Info

Scan for Data / Info

Scan for Data / Info

www.crc.co.nz

The CRC Brakleen range are powerful, heavy duty cleaners and degreasers for brake, clutch parts and general mechanical 
equipment. They are formulated to quickly and safely dissolve and flush away grease, oil, brake fluid, transmission fluid, 
hardened deposits and other contaminants, without the need for disassembly. They safely settles and removes hazardous 
brake dust.

The CRC Brakleen range are non-staining, non-corrosive, leave no residue and evaporate quickly.

The CRC Brakleen range stops disc brake squeal and noise caused by contaminants, eliminates clutch slippage and helps 
brakes last longer and perform better. Tests by an independent laboratory show that the proper use of Brakleen brake cleaner 
improves brake efficiency by reducing stopping distances by as much as 24.3%.

The CRC Brakleen range is ideal for removing grease and contaminates from CV joints and wheel bearings and can also 
be used to clean, degrease or flush away built up dirt, grease and oil from workshop equipment, tools, other mechanical 
or industrial machinery and electrical contacts. (Equipment must be de-energised before cleaning. Fully ventilate equipment 
before re-energising equipment).

5084 5083 5082 5089 5087
NC Non-Chlorinated Fast Dry NF Non-Flammable Original Blaster

Not Chlorinated 
directional jet nozzle 
for precise spray
Ideal for use in confined 
spaces

Fast evaporating for 
quick drying and less 
down time

Not Flammable
Quickly and safely 
removes brake fluid, 
grease, oil and other 
contaminants

Original high strength 
formula
Non-staining, non-
corrosive, leaves no 
residue

Original formula with 
Blaster Nozzle - high 
pressure spray to cut 
through hard to move 
contaminants

Not Flammable
Brakleen  

Non-Flammable 
5082

Time Sensitive
Brakleen  
Fast Dry 

5083

Not Chlorinated
Brakleen  

Non-Chlorinated
5084

Specific Requirement

The best cleaner for your job
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SIZE 473ml
CODE MK5316

SIZE 946ml
CODE MK3832

CRC Mary Kate Inflatable Boats, Tubes 
& Towables Cleaner safely and effectively cleans 
PVC, Vinyl, Hypalon, EVA, Nylon, Plastic, Neoprene 
mand Polyurethane materials. This mild biodegradable 
cleaner contains no harsh abrasives or solvents, yet is 
strong enough to remove even the toughest stains and 
debris. Helps prevent corrosion of metal, rubber or nylon 
hardware. Will not fade covers.

INFLATABLE BOATS, TUBES
& TOWABLES CLEANER CRC Mary Kate Rust Stain Remover 

penetrates unsightly rust drip stains on 
fibreglass. Restores rusted tools and metal 
hardware. Clings to stain for maximum 
effectiveness. Easy to apply: Brush on, 
rinse off.

RUST STAIN REMOVER  

CRC Mary Kate Crystal Lakes Hull & 
Bottom Cleaner cleans and brightens while 

removing brown water stains, mould and algae stains, rust 
stains and more Crystals mix with warm water to make a 
safe and economical hull cleaner. One container makes up 
to 22 litres of cleaner.

CRYSTAL LAKES HULL &  
BOTTOM CLEANER

SIZE 567g
CODE MK7320

SIZE 946ml
CODE MK3132

CRC Mary Kate Aluminex Hull & Bottom Cleaner 
maximum strength formula quickly removes the heaviest oxidation 
and eliminates waterline stains, lime deposits and algae stains. 
Best suited for aluminium hulls with excessive stains and severe 
oxidation. Not for use on painted surfaces.

ALUMINEX HULL & BOTTOM 
CLEANER

Cleaners

www.crc.co.nz

CRC VortX™ Easy on Boat Wash is the most effective 
boat wash package, combining an advanced 
heavy duty biodegradable formula with E-Z Hose 
convenience. The premium high sudsing foam safely 
loosens, lifts and removes dirt, contaminants, grime, 
water spots, and scum lines, while leaving a brilliant 
streak-free shine.

Our revolutionary E-Z Hose system will change the 
way you wash your boat, simply plug & spray and 
you’ll achieve a full coverage in minutes. Saving you 
time and energy, CRC VortX™ Easy on Boat Wash 
is the new way to wash your boat. No Bucket. No 
Mess. 

CRC VortX™ Easy on Boat Wash is safe to use on 
all finishes including fibreglass and gel coat, and is 
Biodegradable and phosphate free.

CRC Glass Doctor restores glass by removing difficult 
stains, hard water spots, haze, mineral deposits and soap 
scum from all glass surfaces. Glass Doctor polishes away 
road grime, bugs, salt spray, tree sap, paint overspray, 
lime scale and acid rain deposits.

CRC Glass Doctor is ideal to use on glass windows 
on vehicles, boats and buildings, glass shower doors, 
mirrors, glass balustrades, gas and wood fireplace glass, 
aquarium and terrarium glass.

Features & Benefits
• Restores glass
• Removes difficult stains, hard water spots, haze, 

mineral deposits and soap scum from all glass 
surfaces

VORTX EASY ON BOAT WASH GLASS DOCTOR

SIZE 1L
CODE 9055H

SIZE 220ml
CODE 9225



Specialty Products

CRC Freeze Spray is a multi-purpose freezing agent for 
maintenance, trouble shooting and repair. CRC Freeze 
Spray instantly cools small components and  isolates 
circuits to assist with diagnosis of heat-induced failures 
and is ideal for finding electrical faults.

 FREEZE SPRAY

SIZE 300g
CODE 2039

CRC Dust Buster supplies a powerful burst of 
compressed pure propellant gas to safely remove 
dust and lint from all delicate precision equipment 
and hard-to-reach areas. It is versatile and handy 
and should be part of every marine servicing kit.

DUST BUSTER

CRC Engine Start helps rapid initial start up for all  slow-
to-start diesel and petrol engines (two-stroke and four-
stroke). When sprayed into the air cleaner, the  special 
formulation of CRC Engine Start significantly lowers the 
energy required for immediate combustion. A must for 
all safe boaties.

Pour CRC FiberLock® directly into your radiator for a 
fast, permanent repair. CRC FiberLock® works on head 
gaskets, engine blocks, intake gaskets, cylinder heads, 
freeze plugs, heater cores and coolant leaks and 
features a powerful 3-tier formal compatible with all 
types of antifreeze.

ENGINE START

FIBERLOCK

SIZE 400ml
CODE 5040

SIZE 400ml
CODE 1224

SIZE 300g
CODE 2067

CRC Battery Protector is designed to protect battery 
terminals from corrosion and maintain the batteries 
peak performance level. CRC Battery Protector 
provides a dry, lead-free protective coating that 
keeps moisture, salts and grime from corroding 
metal contacts. It maximises performance, provides 
long lasting protection and extends battery life. 
Keep your marine battery in top shape.

1 Tank Power Renew is a concentrated one-tank 
cleanup that delivers a powerful SHOCK to dirty 
fuel systems. Made with the maximum available 
chemistry it’s the most powerful diesel fuel system 
cleaner on the market. Excellent cleanup for the 
sticky injectors frequently found in modern common 
rail systems. Available for diesel and petrol engines.

BATTERY TERMINAL  
PROTECTOR 

1 TANK DIESEL AND 
PETROL

CRC Leak Detector is formulated for the quick and easy 
site detection of gas and air leaks. The water-based 
formula contains no oils, silicones or harmful solvents. 
CRC Leak Detector quickly and reliably locates gas 
leaks and pressure losses in pipes and pressurised 
systems by forming highly visible bubbles when  
applied over any leak.

LEAK DETECTOR

SIZE 510g
CODE 14503

SIZE 300g
CODE 5098

DIESEL PETROL
SIZE 1L 1L
CODE 5816 5815
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CRC Aqua Armour is a high-strength, multi-
purpose water repellent, providing long-lasting 
waterproofing for outdoor applications and fabrics

CRC Aqua Armour penetrates beyond the surface 
of the fabric, forming a strong and long-lasting 
protective barrier. Keeping moisture out while 
leaving no stickiness, discolouration or stiffness. 

AQUA ARMOUR

SIZE 500ml
CODE 5033

www.crc.co.nz



Fillers

Welding

Adhesives

CRC Plastic Putty is an all purpose, versatile, fast 
curing,  medium weight polyester filler. It gives an 
extremely high quality finish for general body filling 
on a variety of surfaces. CRC Plastic Putty doesn’t 
shrink, is smooth and easily applied, with exceptional 
adhesion. 

CRC Weld Check® is a non-destructive, three part, dye 
penetrant system, for fast and reliable crack detection.

It is designed for checking welded joints and 
engineering components for hairline cracks and 
fractures, locating surface-breaking defects in all non-
porous materials including; most metals, plastics, and 
ceramics.

PLASTIC PUTTY

WELD CHECK

CRC Cyclone Body Panel and Dent Filler is a high 
grade polyester based cream filler suitable for 
many applications. It is ideal for repairing damage 
to steel, aluminium and fiberglass panels in boats.

CRC Weld Anti-Spatter is an advanced technology lubricant 
formulated with a blend of release agents to prevent welding 
spatter from permanently adhering to surrounding metal 
surfaces. It quickly forms an efficient heat-resistant coating 
and eliminates the need to chisel or grind spatter after 
welding.

CRC Weld Anti-Spatter is non-flammable and contains no 
silicone to interfere with post-weld coatings.

Temperature Range -20°C to +150°C. MPI Approved C12

CYCLONE BODY FILLER

WELD ANTI SPATTER

SIZE 3.2 Litre
CODE 7111

SIZE 400ml
CODE 3358

SIZE 125ml 250ml 500ml 1 Litre 3.5 Litre
CODE 7001 7002 7003 7004 7006

Penetrant Developer Cleaner 3 Pack
CODE 3106 3107 3108 3109

ADOS F2 is a high performance general purpose  contact 
adhesive. It is water resistant and flexible and its high bond 
strength makes it ideal for a wide range of uses. ADOS F2 is 
easily applied, highly versatile, durable and bonds instantly 
to most substrates.

F2 CONTACT ADHESIVE

SIZE 75ml Tube 75ml Blister Tube 125ml 250ml

CODE 8002 8003 8006 8008
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CRC Marine Waterproof Filler is a waterproof vinylester filler perfect for marine 
applications both above and below the waterline. It can be used on all boat 
building materials including wood, fibreglass, composites, alloys and steel. 

MARINE FILLER

SIZE 500ml 1 Litre
CODE 7083 7084

Anyone who knows anything about marine life, 
knows ADOS glues have been used by boat 

builders and the construction industry for over 
40 years. Which is how ADOS has earned a 

reputation for quality that’s hard to beat. 

Now ADOS has introduced a new super strength 
range of epoxy glues and resins specifically 

designed for the marine industry. Whether you’re 
a do-it-yourselfer or a professional boat builder 

ADOS has an epoxy product to meet your needs.

Scan for Data / Info

www.crc.co.nz

SIZE 500ml 1 Litre 2 Litre 4 Litre 20 Litre

CODE 8009 8010 8012 8014 8016



Adhesives

Sealants

ADOS Solvent N is a general purpose cleaner 
used for cleaning equipment and surfaces 
contaminated with adhesives. It is used for pre-
wiping surfaces prior to applying adhesives and 
can be added to adhesives as a thinner.

SOLVENT N

SIZE 500ml 500ml 1 Litre 4 Litre 20 Litre
CODE 8200 8205 8202 8204 8206

ADOS F3 is a thixotropic, high strength contact adhesive. It is formulated 
to be non-spill and non-drip, giving greater control of application and 
better coverage. This gel feature makes it ideal for vertical and ceiling 
applications and for bonding onto porous surfaces.

F3 NON DRIP CONTACT ADHESIVE

SIZE 250ml 500ml 1 Litre 4 Litre
CODE 8018 8020 8022 8024

ADOS F22 is a high-performance contact adhesive that has been 
optimised for brushing. Its long tack allows more working time and 
its high viscosity makes it suitable for coverage of porous surfaces.

F22 LONG TACK CONTACT 
ADHESIVE

SIZE
500ml   

can + brush
1 Litre 4 Litre 20 Litre

CODE 8026 8028 8030 8032

ADOS UHS is an ultra high strength contact adhesive 
which gives an immediate and permanent bond on a 
wide variety of surfaces. It is formulated to give low 
soak, cure fast, dry clear and be non-staining. It has 
high heat resistance and is suitable on porous and non-
porous surfaces making it ideal for a wide variety of 
applications, where permanent, high strength bonds 
are essential.

UHS AEROSOL ADHESIVE

ADOS F38 is an outstanding heat resistant contact adhesive capable of 
withstanding temperatures of up to 175°C. It is especially suited to areas 
where very high heat is encountered and where surfaces are exposed to 
direct sunlight.

F38 HIGH HEAT CONTACT ADHESIVE

SIZE
500ml   

Can + Brush
1 Litre

4 Litre   
Clear

20 Litre   
Clear

20 Litre   
Red

CODE 8034 8036 8038 8042 8044

ADOS RTV Neutral Cure Silicone is a single component 
general purpose, fast curing, room temperature 
vulcanising silicone. Specially formulated and translucent 
in colour for use on  steel, aluminium,  painted surfaces 
and most plastics to form a flexible weatherproof seal.  

RTV NEUTRAL & ACETIC CURE 
SILICONE

SIZE
310ml 

Neutral

CODE 8360

ADOS HS-E High Strength Elastomeric (flexible) 
Adhesive is a one component structural adhesive with 
MS Technology.  It has excellent adhesion and very 
strong bond to building materials, metals and plastics 
making it ideal for applications in the construction, 
building, engineering, automotive and marine 
industries. It is extremely versatile and can replace 
most water and solvent based construction adhesives, 
polyurethane adhesives and sealants. It is ideal for 
fixing and sealing cleats, deck fittings and boat body 
parts.

HS-E ADHESIVE

COLOUR White Grey Black
SIZE 400g 400g 400g
CODE 8387 8386 8385

ADOS RTV Acetic Cure Silicone is a single component, 
fast curing, room temperature vulcanising silicone 
designed for glazing applications, general sealing and 
weatherproofing. It is suitable for use where etching of 
substrate is desirable e.g. glazing and gasketing.

SIZE
310ml 
Acetic

CODE 8365
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ADOS Multi Purpose Spray Adhesive bonds most 
materials quickly and easily, giving a long lasting 
bond. It is formulated to give a fast tack off, low soak 
spray and dries clear.

SIZE 210ml 575ml
CODE 8015 8017

MULTIPURPOSE SPRAY ADHESIVE

SIZE 500ml
CODE 8180

www.crc.co.nz



Sealants

Epoxies / Epoxy Solvent

ADOS MS Sealant is a BRANZ APPRAISED high performance one-
component adhesive sealant based on Hybrid Silyl Modified Polymers 
(commonly known as MS or SMP). It has excellent primerless adhesion 
to all materials commonly used in engineering.

Formulated for durable bonding, sealing and waterproofing gaps in 
dilation joints, this innovative and environmentally friendly product 
cures quickly in ambient temperatures and retains excellent bond 
strength, elasticity and tear resistance over the years. It skins over in 
a short time resisting dust and dirt pickup and can be applied in thick 
layers without shrinking or bubbling.

MS SEALANT

Colour Clear* White Black Grey
SIZE 300g 400g 400g 400g
CODE 8362 8361 8363 8364

ADOS Epoxy Solvent Clean Up is a high 
solvency solvent blend for use with ADOS 
Epoxy Systems. It is especially suitable as a 
clean-up solvent after fibreglassing operations 
and may be used for cleaning spray equipment, 
brushes, rollers.

EPOXY SOLVENT CLEAN UP

SIZE 500ml
CODE 4300

ADOS Timber Sealer/Primer is an equal mix 
epoxy coating. Once applied it soaks deep into 
the timber cells and hardens to an extremely 
tough epoxy coat. The dense coat stops any water 
entering staining or rotting the timber. ADOS 
Timber Sealer/Primer can be painted over with 
varnishes, oil paints and acrylic paints.

ADOS Rapid Resin is a high-performance two part epoxy 
glue. Its high speed cure makes it ideal for fast permanent 
repairs to almost anything. 

TIMBER SEALER / PRIMER

RAPID RESIN

SIZE 250ml Clear

CODE 4463

SIZE
4 Litre   
Resin

4 Litre   
Hardener

CODE 4360 4365

7.6 x 15.3cm UV Flashlight

CODE 14089 14098

ADOS All Purpose Resin is a sheathing and laminating 
resin designed for extreme durability in marine 
applications. It is especially suited for use with fibreglass 
cloth in the surface protection of timber in marine 
situations. No thinning required.

ALL PURPOSE RESIN

SIZE
625ml  

Resin + Hardener
1.25 Litre 

Resin + Hardener
4 Litre 

Fast Hardener
4 Litre 

Slow Hardener
5 Litre 

Resin + Hardener
10 Litre 

Fast Hardener
10 Litre 

Slow Hardener
16 Litre 
Resin

200 Litre 
Resin

CODE 4104 4106 4155 4156 4140 4175 4176 4150 4170
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ADOS Structural Adhesive is a superior one-to-one mix adhesive 
that will out-perform most other adhesives. Its gap filling qualities 
will bridge and strengthen irregular joins. ADOS Structural 
Adhesive will not slump, has high impact resistance and may be 
milled, tapped, screwed, sawn and painted over when cured.

SIZE 500ml 1 Litre 2 Litre 8 Litre
10 Litre  

Resin Pail
10 Litre 

Resin Pail

CODE 4402 4404 4406 4408 4410 4415

STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE

SIZE 114g
CODE 14070

Minute Mend is a versatile epoxy putty for immediate, permanent repairs. It can be 
used to reshape, rebuild or permanently repair a variety of surfaces and applications. 
It is hand-kneadable and mixes in just one minute. Minute Mend is ideal to permanently 
repair scratches, gouges and holes plus stops leaks.  

Perma-Mend is a unique, easy-to-use UV or sunlight 
activated, self adhesive repair patch. Made of 
fiberglass reinforced polyester. It exhibits extremely 
good adhesion properties for long lasting repairs. 
Rated up to 2200 PSI when properly applied.

Features and Benefits:
• Non-flammable and non-toxic
• Flexible, waterproof and UV resistant
• Can be drilled, tapped, sanded and painted in 

less than an hour
• Constant temperature resistance from -40°C to 

200°C

MINUTE MEND

PERMA-MEND

www.crc.co.nz

*Not BRANZ Appraised

ADOS Leak Stop is an instant waterproofing 
sealant that can be applied in rain, snow, and even 
under water, sealing immediately with no fear of 
wash off. Bridging cracks and gaps up to 10mm 
in both WET and DRY conditions ADOS Leak 
Stop provides superior flexibility, strength, and 
durability, perfect for almost every application. 

ADOS Leak Stop adheres instantly, providing a 
permanent and flexible waterproof membrane, 
suitable for nearly all surfaces such as, aluminum, 
galvanized iron, lead, glass, concrete, wood, 
stone, asphalt, corrugated iron, roofing felt, PVC 
guttering and bituminous waterproof sheeting. 

LEAK STOP

SIZE 300ml CODE 8490



Distributed by:

CRC Industries NZ
P O Box 204267, Highbrook, 2161, Auckland, New Zealand 
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